Corrigendum

Circulated vide letter no. 509/CCS/Dr. R.P.C.A.U., Pusa dated 24.11.2021 may kindly be read in column 03 as VIIth semester in place of IXth semester. The letter is modified to this extent other articles will remain same as envisaged in earlier letter.

O/I Academic
College of Community Science

Memo No. S.I.E../CCS/Dr.RPCAU, Pusa
dated - 30/11/2021

1. Copy forwarded to the Registrar/Officer in charge EE&EC/Director of Education / DSW/ All Deans, R.P.C.A.U., Pusa/ Course Instructors/ All Head of concerned Department.
2. Copy forwarded to O/I ARIS Cell, R.P.C.A.U., Pusa with request to upload on RPCAU website for information of B.Sc. (Community Science) students.

O/I Academic
College of Community Science